Assets on the Threshold of Retirement
by SALLY R. SHERMAN*

Since retirement
Is usually asaooiated with a
decline in income, the &%cial Security Admini8tration study of retirement included an examination
of asset8 a8 an alternative
economic re8owt%e.
This article describes the property and flnanciul
assets omaed bg person8 in their preretirement
years. Although these older persons are in general
not very well-off, 8ome of them are financially comfortable. Married men are more likely than nonmar&d pereons to own various assets. In addition,
for the marthe value of owned uasetts 28 higher
ried man thm for the nonmarried men and women.
Ho?noownt?rahip ia e3peciaIly important, not Only
because of the value of the home iteelf but aleo
because homeowners arc more lilccly than nonhomeowner8 to have other asseta.

FACING THE so-called retirement years, older
people often find themselves in perilous financial
situations. If earnings have been a primary source
of income, the imminent loss of those earningsby choice or necessity-can cause considerable
anxiety over future economic well-being. A nest
egg of accumulated assets is one way to mitigate
this anxiety over the drop in income. Such a nest
egg is a resource upon which to draw either for’
regular living expenses or for such emergencies
as unexpected illness. In other words, assets may
function as an alternate or supplement to income.
Exhaustive documentation l exists that shows
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the disadvantaged position of the aged in terms of
their low income. It is often suggested that for
older people, the appropriate measure of economic resources includes not only income, but
also some measure of assets.2 Peter Townsend
and Dorothy Wedderburn, among others, have
reported that, after retirement age is reached, the
income level continues to declinea For ownership
of assets, however, they see no similar clear-cut
tendency to decline. Instead, a pattern of considerable stability exists. The Townsend-Wedderburn study is based on a survey of the aged in
Britain, but similarities between the income situation of the aged in Britain and the United
States have been noted elsewhere.
‘I
Although asset ownership is not uncommon
among the aged, the value of owned assets is very
low, particularly
when the amounts of home
equity is excluded. Ownership of a home,
mortgage-free, is a substantial asset of aged units,
especially for those in the lower income brackets.’
In frequency of holding, the most prevalent are
liquid assets, usually in the form of money in a
savings accountP but most older people have only
small amounts.
To investigate the implications of assets held
by the aged for their economic well-being, further
2 Peter 0. Steiner and Robert Dorfman, The Economic
Statue of the Aged, University of California Press, 1067,
page 4.
3 Peter ‘Townsend and Dorothy Wedderburn, The Aged
in the Welfare State, 0. Bell and Son, Ltd., 1965, page
10s.
4 Lenore A. Epstein and Janet H. Murray, op. oit.,
chapter 4, and, for trends in assets and net worth of
social security beneficiaries, 1941-62, see also Edna K.
Wentworth and Dena K. Motley, Re8OurCe8 After Retirement (Research Report No. 34), Social Security Administration, 1970. See also James N. Morgan, “Measuring
the Economic Status of the Aged,” International
Iconom& Review, January 1065, page 14; Dorothy Cole and
John Utting, The Eoonom& Ciroumetancee of Old People,
The Codicote Press, 1062, page 66 ; and Dorothy 8. Projector and Gertrude S. Weiss, Burvey of Financial Characterietice of Consumer& Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, 1066, page 10.
6 Lenore A. Epstein and Janet H. Murray, op. cit. See
also Janet Murray, “Homeownership
and Financial Assets : Findings From the 1063 Survey of the Aged,” So&al
Scour@ Bull&in,
August 1972, page 4.
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research hris been called for.6 Such an investigation implied as a prerequisite some knowledge of
what the assets of the aged are. This article is
intended to show the type and amount of assets
for a population on the verge of becoming the
“aged.” If the aged are in general not very welloff financially, is it because they have never en-’
joyed ,much in the way of economic security or
because income has declined and assets have been
used up? Are the older Americans going to enjoy
a greater share of this country’s wealth in the
19’70’s than in recent decades? Does the ownership of assets affect retirement plans and decisions 8 These are questions for which answers will
be sought in this and subsequent reports, The
first step is to describe the basic asset and debt
charact+stics
of a cohort of older-albeit
not
yet “aged’-people:
The data presented here are part of the information collected for the Social Security Administration’s Retirement History Study (RHS) E a
longitudinal study of the retirement process.’ Ultimately, this study will provide data for indepth analysis of the role of assets in thi: changing life situation of the aged. Because it is longitudinal, the RHS will afford, for the first time,
an opportunity to see what changes occur in the
asset holdings of the sample cohort over a p&iod
of time: as they are approaching retirement,
through retirement, to the postretirement yearsthat is, from a time when they could be considered “older people” (ages 58-63) over a decade
to a time when they could be described as a major
component of the “aged” population (ages 6%
/
73).
The study was designed to begin with preretirees, so the sample consisted of men and women
who were aged 58-63 at the time of the initial
interviews in the spring of 1969. It did not include women who were living with husbands
when the sample was selected because it appeared
that, to these women, the concept of retirement
usually meant their husband’s retirement, not
their own. Intervie.ws were completed for 11,153
respondents.*
6 See “Status of Research in Applied Social Gerontology,” Xhc Gerontologist,
Winter 1969.
7 For a description of the study, see Lola M. Irelan,
Study : Introduction,”
Social
“Retirement
History
h’ecurity Bulleti& November 1952.
S For summary statement on sampling and weighting
procedures, see ‘I’echnical Note, pages 15-17.
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The assets and debts of the survey population
are described here in terms of subgroups classified by basic demographic characteristics: for
married men living with their wives, for all other
men, and for women with no spouse present, Each
of these groups is further s&classified into 2-year
categories-58-59,
60-61, and 62-63. For each
group, information is reported on the proportions
with owned assets, the amount of equity in a
nonfarm home or other real estate, the value of
their liquid and other financial assets, the types
of personal debt, and the amdunt of personal
debt.
The discussion of homeownership in the study
is based on the number of units in the sample
who were neither farmers nor lodgers. Although
the usual definition of “nonfarm” excludes farmem but not lodgers, the RHS questionnaire construction and tabulation procedures excluded
both. Except for nonmarried men, the proportion
who were lodgers was so small, as the figures
below show, that; the effect bf their exclusion
should be insignificant.

Total number (in tbousands)_______________
Percent nonfarmer~/nonlodgers__________-________Percent farmers___---__-_--_
Percent lodgers_____________

4,117

89
(9

11

/.

729

1,954

“ii
3

“i
3

1 Less ttlan 0.5 percent.

In all cases, reporting on ownership of an asset
or on debt was much, better than the reporting
on their value. The respondent usually answered
with a “yes” or “no” the question asking “do
you have, ” but many said they did not know the
answer to or would not answer a question asking
“how much do you have.” The cumulative effect
of this nonresponse to individual asset questions
amounts to 25 percent on the value of total assets
for the married men, 16 pe?ent for the nonmarried men, and 22 percent for the nonmarried
women. The nonresponse ‘was about equal for
those who said they did not know the amount and
those who, for whatever reason, gave no answer
at all when they were asked for dollar amounts.
No attempt was made to impute values when
they were not provided by the respondent.
Typically, American men work at some job
SOCIAL
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TABLE 1.-Types

of assets: Percent of kits

Type of assets

Total

with aeseta, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

I

I

Married men
Total

NonmarrIed women

Nonmarried men
Total

Total

58-59

Number (in thousands):
Total ______________________________________
6,800
Reporting on all ansets.____________________
6,785

1,954
1,948

62-63

58-59

701
698

625
624

Percent witb:
Any assets--~~---~~-----~~~--~~~~~-~-: --___

81
74
19

77

Any assetsother than anonfarm home..-.An pro rty other than a nonfarm home
Arm Reome
____________________________
1.
Business or professional practice _________
Other real estate______________.__________
Any Bnancial wets ________________________
$
An liquid aeaeta________________________
Y .8. savings bonds______________
______
26
Checking account_______________.______
savings emamt _-___--____--____---___
Any other financial assets________________
Stocks, corporate bonds, and mutualfunds ______________________________
;;
Money owed by others _________________

41

‘:

2
23

1:

i
13

ii
39

E
30

:i
21

72
nn

E
33

ii
33

:
23

2

27
12

27
12

1,867

18
7
587

647

47

50

Nonfarm population, total *__________________
6.043

3,638

Percent with nonfarm home_______________ 66
I
1 Excludes farmers and lodgers.

80

‘ii

1,115
80

81

77

~ 41

40

42

43

‘8”
--ii

for most of their adult lives and retire from work
at about age 65. Although there are many social,
moral, and psychological reasons why men work,
financial need is an important and probably the
primary motive. Earnings are usually the main
source of income on which most rely for the
means of purchasing the goods and services necessary for existence. What happens when earnings are no longer available? Perhaps one has
income from other sources or an accumulation of
assets.

ried men often have higher incomes than nonmarried persons and, because of the a&ociation
’
usually found between income and assets, the
married men have higher rates of asset owner: ship. Among ! the nonmarried, women generally
seem to fare better than men.
Own&ship of a nonfarm home is widespread
for every age group in America, and those aged
58-63 are no exception. According to the 1969
Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), slightly
more than 6 out of every 10 nonfarm families
owned their own home in early 1969.‘O Among
the I$HS Iwpondents, 66 percent of the units
TYPE OF ASSETS
living neither on a farm or ranch nor as lodgers
Nearly all the respondents reported on whether
were homeowners. Impressive differences in
or not they owned assets, and table 1 shows that
homeownenhip rates occur, with those who are
9 out of 10 did own assets of some kind. Two
married much more likely than nonmarried perother facts &re immediately apparent from table
sons to be homeowners.
1. Virtually no differences in the proportions who
Most people aged 58-63 owned at least some
own the various assets appear to be related to
asset other than a nonfarm home, usually some
age, but there are noticeable differences by sex
liquid asset such as a checking or savings account.
and marital status. The lack of differences among
The SCF found that in 1969, 62 percent of all
age categories confirms other survey evidence that
American families had some money in savings
frequency of ownership varies little with age.O accounts and 26 percent had United States bonds
The’ differences related to sex and marital status
-figures
that correspond ‘closely to the RHS
reflect many factors. For one thing, the assets
data.’ A difference does exist, however, with rereported for married men include any assets held
spect to checking accounts, with fewer RHS units
by a spouse or child under ,age 18. Moreover, mar-

g Dorothy
page 13.
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and Gertrude

8. Weiss, op. cit.,

10George Katona et al., Survey of Consumer Finances,
Survey Research Center, Institute
of Social Research,
University of Michigan, 1969, page 38.
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TABLE %--Amount

of equity in nonfarm home: Percentage distribution

of homeowner units, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

-

Nonmarried men

Married men
Amount of nonfarm home equity

Total

Total

-Number (in thousands):
Total _.____________________________________
4,002 2,887
Reporting on amount of home equity ______ 3.868 2,636
-Total percent-<___________
_______________ 100
100
-None ________________________________________:
$1-3,969---_ I ~-.~-~~~-__~~~-_~~~~-~~~~~---~~~- :
12
4,cQ9-0,999
-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~--~~-~~~~~~~~~
:i
7,oo(w,999_----------_--_.___-_______________
ii
10,Ow14$99--._______________-______________
E , 17
15,000-19,999
--_____-____________------------10
%I,OOO-24,999
_________________________________
25,OCG29,999
_________._______________________
1:
1:
30,000or more-____-__________________________

58-59

W-61

',W&
-100

974
900

02-63

Total

362
793

100

Quartile values for units with home equity:
First quartile ______________________________
$7,715 $3,100
Median ____________________________________
13,721 14,115
Third quartile _____________________________
21,420 22,283

I

Nonmarried women
I

I

___
__

a,554 $5,788 $7,029
2tz
11,324 10,932 12.7%
19:25Q 13,375 19,023 19,435
I
I

NONFARM HOME EQUITY AND MORTGAGE
holding this type of asset (62 percent of RHS
units, compared with 72 percent of the families
Home equity for RHS is the respondent’s
in the SCF).
estimate of the current market value of his home
Stocks, bonds, and shares in mutual funds are
minus any outstanding mortgage and other debt.
the usual form in which money is invested in
Mortgages include deeds of trust, land contracts,
other financial assets. According to the SCF,
or contracts for deeds ; “other debt” includes such
about 23 percent of all Americans owned stocks
items as back taxes or assessments, unpaid
in 1969,ll and the New York Stock Exchange
amounts of home improvement loans, or home
reported in a shareownership study that about 1
repair bills.
in every 4 adult Americans was a stockholder
Tables 2 and 3 show the distribution of nonin 19’i’O.‘* These figures also correspond to the . farm home equity and the proportion of homefinding for RHS units overall. Of course, ownowning units with mortgages. J&gorerespondents
ership varies with type of unit, and married men
reported on their debts than on the market value,
are most likely to be owners of corporate stocks
of their homes. The number reporting on home
and bonds.
equity is thus slightly lower than the number
In terms of ownership of assets, then, prerereporting on mortgages. In 1969 the RHS hometirees are about as well off as the entire adult
owner had a median equity of $13,700. This
American population. In assessing economic wellamount exceeds by about one-third the $10,200
being, however, it is perhaps more important to
median equity that the Survey of Consumer Fiknow the value of resources than the simple fact
nances reports for homeowners of all ages, probof ownership. The remainder of the article foably because fewer of the RHS homeowners had
cuses on the values of the assets. In all cases these
any mortgage. Although 6 out of 10 homeowners
values refer only to assets of respondents who reof all ages had mortgage in 1969ts less than 4
ported on amounts (including zero amounts). Beout of 10 homeowners aged 58-63 still owed on a
cause of the nonresponse rate on asset amounts
mortgage. Findings from studies of the aged
mentioned earlier, comparisons are not made (exshow that the overwhelming majority of homecept for nonfarm home equity) with asset values
owners older than age 65 are without mortgage
reported in other studies. Readers are urged to
debt*‘-apparently
because they paid it off beinterpret the data cautiously. Unless indicated
fore retiring. RHS data show this trend. For
otherwise, median and other percentile values
both the women and the married men,, there
were computed on the dollar distributions of
was a pattern of difference among age categories
those reporting nonzero values.
George Katona, et al., op. oil., page 38.
A. Epstein and Janet H. IWrray,
page 186, and Janet Murray, op. cit., page 4.
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11George Katona, et al., op. cit., page 99.
12New York Stock BIxchange, 1972 Faot Book, lme
6
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TABLE 3.-Amount
of nonfarm home mortgage: Percent of homeowner unite with mortgage and quartile values for units with
mortgage, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969
Married men
Amount of nonfarm home mortgage

Total
--------P---P
Number (in thousands):
Reporting on amount of nonfarm home
3,940
2,851
mortgage-.-..-.----------------------Total percent ____________________________
---F1w100
--P--------P
Percent with home mortgage________________ 37
41

66-50

60-61

1,042

46

959

62-63

Total

77

847

262

288

106

100

106

100

41

34

33

46

27

31

28

36

27

$;A;

f,i;

8:878

4,117

1.506
1,418

..- -- 100

1,2bb
1,177
-- -I
100
-- -64

“8”

2

:

:

2"

3”

2”

2"
3

2

2

1:

1:

"iv%

sit933

$;,f$

8:973

1

NonmarrIed men
Total

62-63

-- --

100

Ss",E

1O:OOO 9:166 1l:OOO

8:750

297

100
23

62,321
lt:ii

31,361
%i,

of units, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

I

--

3,856
--

$;$I&

9:772

62-63

made up of such diverse assets as a business or
professional practice, a farm, or other real estate.
Although only one-third of the RHS cohort
owned these assets, some of the people who do
have such property report very large equity
amounts (table 4).
One-fourth of the married men reporting this
typo of equity, for example, have more than
$42,000 in equity. Some of the owners, to be
sure, report substantially smaller amounts. The
diversity in the values is understandable because
“other property” includes everything from the
barren empty lot in arid New Mexico to the lush
Minnesota farm and any business from that of a
self-employed television repairman with few
assets to the me.dical practice of a doctor with
elaborate facilities and expensive equipment.
No noticeable differences related to the age
categories appear in the proportions with other

Married men

N$u&ber (in thousands):
-____________________________________
6,800
~Reporting on amount of equity in other
property-.-.---_-.----------------------6,434

60-61

8b

Total
68-59

68-69

100

of equity in other property:* Percentage distribution

Total

Total

86

l5 George Katona, et al., op. cit., tables 3-6, page 44.

.- --

62-63

100

Property assets other than nonfarm homes are

in other property

60-61

loo

-

850
---------

b8-9

242

EQUITY IN OTHER PROPERTY

equity

Nonmarried women

100

in the proportion who owed mortgage debt that
suggests a decline with age. Even for those
older people who had mortgages, the median
amount owed was far less than t.he median
reported by SCF as owed by mortgage holders
of all ages: $5,400, compared with $9,400.15
Overall, then, many in the RHS cohort will
‘be entering their retirement years with at least
the security of having their own home. But real
financial security, both before and after retirement, requires something more than living quarters. What do these people own, other than a
home, that will either yield income in some form
or be readily convertible into cash?

Amount of

,

100

Quartile values for units with home mortgage:
First quartile. _____________________________
$2,427
%,;M;
$5",72;
$;Jl;
Median ____________________________________
6,418
Third quartile ______“______________________
10,340 10:5@2 lo:942 lo:792

TABLE 4.-Amount

Nonmarried men

Total

66-61

b&b9

62-63

Nonmarried women

Total

b8-59

_-

W-61 I 62-63

729

246

254

229

1,964

628

701

69b

232

242

221

1,878

606

670

100
86

7
i
i

1:

--Gi

-iii

100

-iii

--

-100 100

.-

f
f
i

;

2

:

.i

Quartile values for units wlth equity in other
Fi%~%le.S
34,620
Median.....-..::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:
13,281
Third quartlle _.___________________________
37,329
r Includes farm
BULLETIN,
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$3,265
14,717

1
4

43,3b9

33,833
12,632
23,056

32,687

11,000
wo@-l

I

-
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TABLE 5.-Amount

of liquid assets: Percentage distribution

Amount of liquid assets

Total

I

of units, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

Married men
Total

56-59

Number (in thousands):
Total ____________________-----.------------ 6,806
Reporting on emouut of liquid assets...--.
5,761

4,117
3,416
Total percent____________________________
100 100

‘Nonmarried men

60-81

62-63 Total

1,356
1,133

1,255
1,026

100

100

5%59

eo%l

6263

Total

58-59

62-63

60%1

100

None....----..-...-------------------------25
31-4QQ
____--______-_____--.------------------17
500-999..-._______________
* ___________________ 8
l,OOc-1,4QQ
_______-______-.___________________
l&JO-1,WQ___________._______________________
:
7
2,000-2,888
-__----___-----___-_-----------.--3,000-3,889
-_____--__.______-_----------.----4,ooQ+QQ.____---_____--_____-----------.--i
5,ooO%,QQQ
______--______-____---------------7,ooO-Q,QQQ
_______-___________________________
5”
10,OM14,QQQ
_____-___________________________
15,000-19,888
_________________________________
i
2O,OOQ-24,999
_--~~~_--~~~~__--~~~------~~----~
s
25,000or more________________________________
Quartile values for units with essets:
Fhst quartile ___________L__________________
$619 $727
Median ____________________________________
2,408 2,691
Third quartile ________________.____________
7,723 8,461

$726
2,955
9,500

6671
2,495
7,529

equity, but, except for ,the nonmarried
men, the median amounts of this type of equity
are larger for those aged 62-63 than for those
aged 58-59. The difference probably indicates
that, as with an owned home, mortgages and
other debts are paid off over the years.

2%;
8: 125

frequently owned. For the men and women who
own “other financial” assets, however, the median
value of those assets is much higher than the median value of liquid assets reported. ‘Since the
other financial assets include stocks, this is not a
surprising finding. Greater amounts of money
tend to be invested in stocks than in liquid assets.
Other studies (the 1966 Survey of Financial
Characteristics of Consumers, for example) have
noted that holdings of liquid assets are widely
diffused but are frequently small.
Even taken together, liquid and other financial
assets do not combine to form a very substantial
amount for the RHS cohort. Table ‘7 shows that,
for those who report on the amount of their total
financial assets, half had less than $3,200. When
those reporting zero amounts are included, the
median value of holdings is less than $1,300. In

property

FINANCIAL ASSETS

Since the largest proportion of RHS unite who
own assets of any kind have financial assets, the
value of these assets is one of the most important
items to know ‘in trying to assess the economic
situation of preretirees. Financial assets are composed of liquid and “other financial” assets, and
tables 5 and 6 present information on these two
components. Liquid assets are by far the more

TABLE 6.-Amount
of other financial assets: Percent of units with other financial
financial assets, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

Nonmsrried men

Marriedmen
AmOunt Of other fiu8uCiel assetS

Number (in thousends):
Total.....
Reporting _________________________________
on emouut of other fluancisl
6,800 4,117
6,383 3,848
~--~----~~~~Total percent _______.____________________
100
100
------------Percent with other fhmncial assets___________ 24
28
&uart~loes&elues
for units with other f?mmcial

5559

6Q%l

62-63

1,Mx

1,356

1,255

729

246

254

229

1,954

625

623

701

1,414

1,262

1,172

700

236

243

221

1,835

592

5Q4

049

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

28

29

29

27

18

20

14

18

18

19

18

$969 sQ43 3865 $1,087
287:E lf:z
8,750 11,042
2,500
4,300

$804
d:E

First qktile..
________ _ ______ _ ______ $1 178 S;,;g
$1,063 $1,326 $1,354
Median-.. _____I________
:-:______::-I ______ 41580
Third quartile _____________________________
16,402 17:623 l$!z
l$g
I$$

0

Nonmarried women

Tot81
Total
---P-----P---

Bs8ets..--...-.--.-.----------------------

assets and quartile values for units with other

Total

$1,114

2!Z:gi

53-59 60%1

$889 $1.250
I?,?$

2’$:;

62-63

Total

58-5Q 60%1
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TABLE 7.-Amount

of total financial assets: Percentage distribution

Amount of total financial assets

Total

--

Number (in thousands):
Total ______________________________________
8,800 4,117
Reporting on amount of financial assets..- I 5.617 3,341
-Total percent ____________________________
100
100
-None.-....-.-.--.--------------------------25
$1-494_------_-------__-_--------------------15
5ols999.--.--_-_ --_----_ _-- - _-____- - - - - ___- _-l,ooo-1,499-____--_-----_----_________________ i
l,M)o-l,BBg----.-..--------------------------3
2,ooo-2,89g..--.-----------------------------3,~3,8gQ-.-----.--------------------------(,ooo-4,999-----------------------------------

:

ycn&?B~~~ -__-_-----_--------------------lb,ooo-i4,ess-:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:~~::

i

58-59

60-61

62-63

1,506
1,227

1,356
1,110

1,255
1,004

-100
18

i
9
25,000or more_.______________________________
Quartile values for units with financial assets:
$741
First quartile _________________.____________
870
Median ____________________________________
3,116 3,660
Third quartile _____________________________
11,610 I12,969
Quartile values for all reporting units:
First quartile ______________________________
$13
Median ____________________________________
1,261
Third quartile _____________________________
7,364
-

254
225

-100
--

Total

W-63

229
209

$242

-ii?!

9

$818

3,345

11,619
$226

$926
3,696
13,359
$252

i:::

$741
2,676
12,232

$723

$903
4,026
14,271

2,53g
11,434

$240

2,210
11,111

$47:
4,571

-

for, the married men ($2,100). Even for the relatively “well-off” married men, however, such a
nest egg is obviously not large enough to produce any sizable income or be converted into
cash that could sustain an adequate standard of
living for very long.

Summing

Total

Number (in thousands):
Total ______________________
__________.____ 6,800
Reporting on amount of total assets.-....
5,232
Total percent____________________________
100

4,117
3,098

100

58-59

60-61 62-63

I

Total

68-59

62-63

MO

100
33
12
6

:
B”
i

3

l~,ooo-i4,ess~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
:o”
15,009-18,999
__-_* _--_____________-___________
2o,ca-24,m _____-______________------------s”
25,ooOormore............~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~
29

1973

60-61

625

246

ploc-&,969~~--~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~---~~~~--~~~~~~ 6

Quartile values for all reporting units:
First quartile ______________________________
$1,508
Median..-.-...-.....----------.----------.
11,433
Third quartile _____________________________
34,556

58-59

201

None.......-.-..--..-----------------------15
$1-999-_--- _______-_____-_-----_______________
l,OOO-1,999.
____________________-------------:

Quartile values for units with assets:
First quartile _-____________________________
$5,658
Median ____________________________________
16,274
Third quartile _____________________________
44,626

and other financial

mmarried women

Nonmarried men

::zi ::o”z
100

all the liquid

of units, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

Married men
Total

AUGUST

625
532

i
:

1,98(1
8,784

T

BULLETIN,

58-59

:
::
i

of total assets: Percentage distribution

2,000-2,888.-..-.-----------------------------

60-a

Total

Nonmarried women

-i

15

both cases, the married men have more than the
nonmarried persons. It may be argued that a,
married man, by virtue of having at least one
other person to support, ‘keeds” at least double
the amount of money required by a nonmarried
person. Even if this need is a real one, the difference in the amount of financial assets reported
is still disproportionate. That is, for all reporting
units, the medians for the nonmarried are under
$500, or considerably less than half the median

Amount of total assets

--

Nonmsrried men

6

i

15,ooo-19,seg~...~.~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
20,~24,gsQ--...-.--------------------------

TABLE K-Amount

I-..

Married men

-

Total

of units, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

19

31,914
10,277
27,778

$l,87i
15,625

3295

5,287
17,743

62-63

large proportion of the nonmarried with no
assets pulls the median down to less than $4,500
for the women and less than $2,200 for the men.
The median value for the married men declines
only 11 percent-to
about $17,000.

9.-Ty
e of personal debt: Percent of units with
TABLE
personal debt, f y sex and marital status, 1969
Type M&rsonal

1 Total

T”“;~:~~?.(

Auto debt:
Number reportingPercent with _.___^_
Store debt:
Number reporting-.
Percent with _______
Medical debt:
Number reportingPercent with _______
Bank debt:
Number reportingPercent with _______
Debt to others:
Number reporting-.
Percent with _______

6,800

1 MmB’ed (
I

4,117,l

Nonmarried Nonmarried
men
1 women
729 I

1,954

‘ii

1,931
6

PERSONAL DEBT

1,941
16

How well-off people are depends, of course,
not only on what they have, but also on what
they owe. Whatever mortgage or other debt is
owed on a home or other property has been taken
into account by considering equity rather than
market value. In addition to property debt, which
is not prevalent among the RHS cohort, there
are various kinds of personal debt.
Table 9 shows that auto debt and store debt
are the most common types of debt among the
men, and store debt is most frequent for the
women. For the married men, both the type of
debt and amounts owed include any debt owed by
a wife or by a child under age 18, and married
men are more likely to have debt than are nonmarried persons. Medical debt, although it Was
not frequent in 1969, may be incurred more often
as the cohort ages, especially because many respondents have reported postponement of needed
medical care.16
Debt, either mortgage or personal, is generally
not very large among older people.” For those

6,735
17

4,“:

6,748
18

4,084
20

‘Ii

4,o:;

721
9

4,o;;

723
8
725
2

w2”
6*f4:
6*7522

4,o;

llQ3i
1,941
b

*,Qy

assets with the amount of home and other property equity yields a simple measure of the total
assets for the older Americans in RHS. The fact
that the married men were in a somewhat advantageous position in the various components is especially evident in looking at the distribution of
t.otal assests in table 8.
Although one-third of the nonmarried men and
one-fourth of the nonmarried women who reported have no assets of any kind, less than onetenth of the married men are without any of
these resources. At the other extreme, only 15-20
percent of the nonmarried reported $25,000 or
more in asset holdings, but almost 40 percent of
the married men did so. Among those with assets
the median for married men ($19,150) is nearly
double the median for nonmarried men and more
than double that for nonmarried women. When
one looks at the median asset values of all reporting units (including those with zero assets), the
TABLE lO.-Amount

of personal debt: Percentage distribution

16Dena IL Motley, “Health in the Years Before Retirement,” A’ocZaZ Becurity Bulletin, December 1972, pages
32-33.

I7 George Katona, et al., op. cit., page lS, and Lenore A.
Epstein and Janet H. Murray, op. cit., page 62.

of units, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

Married men

Nonmarried men

Nonmarriedwomen

Amount of personal kbt
Number (in thousands):
Total. _____________________________________ 4,117
3,966
Reporting on amount of personal debt..Total percent ____________________________
I
None __________
_____________________--------.
$1-499.-.-~~~~~~__~~~~~_---~~~---~~~~~~~~~-~~.
bQo-999~
__-.--.-____---__-_------------------.
yyo&
::----------‘----‘----------------.
2:~2:see_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~
3,ooOor more_-__._________________
- ________.
Quartile values for units with personal debt:
First quartile ______________________________
Median ____________________________________
Third quartile _____________________________

10

58-59

60-61

2:
1,826

5%
1,752
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TABLE Il.-Amount

of net worth: Percentage distribution

of unite by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

T

Nonmarried man

Married men
Amount of net worth

Total
Total

I
Number (in thousands):
Total...-.-..._---.-----------------------6,sOO
Reporting on amount of net worth _________5,112

56-59

00-61

4.117

1,255
912

3,025

Total percent ____________________________
100

162-63

Total

W-59

60-61

62-63

229
193

Nonmarried women

--

Toial

I&69

60-U

1.954
1,493

625
4Bc

623
476

62-63

100

Negative..-...--.--------....---------..-...
None _____.__________________________________
1:
:1-9WiBgB----_-_ __- __________________- -- --- i
2:oo(rz:eeB::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::
3,~,989--------.-------------------------i
6,ooo-Q,989 ___-________----_---_______________
:i
10,ooo-14,~...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
15,ooQ-lQ,BBQ.-------------------------------2o,ooo-24,gsB~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
:
28
25,006 or more__________._____________________

Quartile values for all reporting units:
Fint quartlle ____________________________
:. $1.027
Median-....-----..-.---------------------10,360
Third quartile _.___________________________
33,530

8,271
16,278
43,577

$5,164
15,506
46,359

in the RHS wit.11 personal debt, the median
amounts owed are highest for married men (table
10).
NET WORTH

Whatever the amount of personal debt, it alters
the total asset picture. Subtracting personal debt
from total assets yields a measure ‘of net worth.
Table 11 shows the distribution
of units by
amount of net worth. Out of more than 5 million
units for whom there is an estimated figure,
nearly 1 in 10 had negative net worth-that
is,
their debts exceeded their assets. The net worth
of the nonmarried men and women was especially
low. Almost half (47 percent) of those men who
reported had a net worth of less than $1,000, and
more than a third of the women who reported
had an equally low amount. Many of these individuals probably also have low incomes and will
live their retirement years in&poverty. On the
other hand, one-fourth of the married men reporting on net worth had nearly $50,000 or more,
and one-fourth of the nonmarried persons had
roughly $16,000 or more.
LIFE INSURANCE

Life insurance is not included with other financial assets, largely because it is so difficult to obtain a valid figure on cash surrender value l*
*8Doroth~
page 48.
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and Gertrude S. Weiss, op. dt.,

on
from the ordinary respondent. Information
ownership and the face value of such insurance
is nevertheless of interest. Overall, the Survey
of Consumer Finances reports that more than
three-fourths of all American families carry life
insurance. Another national survey, conducted
by the Institute of Life Insurance, notes that
among those aged 55-64, 80 percent are insuredthe same proportion of owners reported by those
aged 58-63 in RHS (table 12). Both surve,ys
point out a relationship between income and insurance. -Not only does ownership rise with income, but the value of the policy also rises.‘9
A relationship has been found in the SCF between life insurance coverage and liquid assets
and between insurance and the number of dependents a person has.*O Because of the combination of higher assets, a greater number of dependents, and probably a higher income, it is to
be expected that in the RHS more married men
than nonmarried persons have life insurance
coverage, and table 12 shows this-about 85 percent of the married men have life insurance, compared with about 67 percent of the nonmarried
persons. This ownership rate for the married men
includes that owned by a spouse or a child under
age 18. The face value reported for the insurance
is likewise expected to be and is, in fact, higher
for the married units: $7,000, compared with
l9 George Katona, et al., op. ait., .pagr
Imurancc Fact Book, 1970, pages 10-13.
2oGeorge Fiatona, et al, op. cit., page 98.

9S,

and

Life
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TABLE S.-Face

value of life insurance: Percentage distribution

Face value of life Insurance

Total
I

T

of units, by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

Married men

Total

53-55

Number (in thousands):
Total ______________________________________
6,300 4,117
Reporting on face value amount of life
insurance_______.______________________
6,302 3,806
Total percent ._.________.______..________100
100
None _______.________________________________
21
$1-488________.____-__._______________________
1 .
Mfo-gBB..____.______________._________________

Nonmarried women

--

eo-81 62-63

1,506

1,356

1,255

1,436

1.287

1.182

-246
--

62-63

--

254

229

227

201

__-

100

Total
1,964

56-59

62-63

025
549

---

“:
i
1:
Ii
10
1:
1:

Quartile values for units with life insurance:
First quartile ______________________________
$1,766 ‘p8:
Median ._._______________-_________________
4,747
Third quartile ____________.______._________
12,075 14:373

$3,200 for nonmarried

men and $1,400 for non-

married women.
Annuities other than life insurance are almost
nonexistent. Barely 3 percent of all respondents
reported any.
r
ASSETS IN RELATION TO HOMEOWNERSHIP
AND INCOME

So far, a rather bleak asset and net-worth situation has been described for many of t.he 58TABLE X3.-Financial
status, 1969 1

assets and homeownenhip:

il ,179
3,300
.o,ooo

i2,915
7,292
.5,547

to 63-year-olds, but perhaps their circumstances
are not as unfavorable as they seem. Those who
do not own a home may have other assets that
could balance somewhat the overall financial situation for them. Table 13 explores this possibility
by comparing t.he distribution of financial assets
for homeowners and nonhomeowners. (This comparison is based on the population that excludes
farmers and lodgers.)
The. differences between the owners and nonowners are striking, but not in a way that is bene-

Percentage distribution

T

Amount 01financial assets
ownership

None ______.__
___________________-__________
______
____.
$1-499_---_-____. __-______-------------------_________5oO-QQ9
._.- _____________________----------------.------l,OW-1,489____________________------------------------l,SO-1,989______________._________________________.--*
2,OcG2,QQQ
___________.______.____
* -____________________
y3$y$:-___________
____-- ---._ _- ___I._. . ____-____
5:000-6:esg..::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~
7,OOO-Q$9!3
-___-___________-----------------.----------10,000-14,QQ9
__________________--------*---------------15,06Q-19,999
________________________________________--20,000-24,999
_____________.______--.---------.-----.---25,000or more.....-.--.-....------.-----.---------.---.

of units by homeownership status, sex, and marital

T

Married men

Iomeowners Nonowners

Number (In thousands):
Total ________________________________________---.----6,043
Reporting on amount of financial assets_.____________
4,953
Total percent. ________
-------_-____----____________
100

-

Nonmarried men

Iomeowners Nonowners
247
212

2,888
2.280

T

---

Nonmarried women

13omeownen

---

42
18
:

Ii
7
3”

:

:

i

i

:

:

t
2
4

i
9

Quartile values for units with financial assets:
First quartile ________________________________________
$751
Median _._______________.__.-.--.-------------------3,237
Third quartile _______________________________________
11,978

Nonowners

13:334
43%

$500

10,666
2.500

$1)107
13,846
4,000

3473
1,688
9,812
-

$694
2,784
10,706

1%
a:672

1 Excludes farmers and lodgers.
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TABLE 14.-Asaeta

less nonfarm home equity:

Amount of assetsless
nonfarm home equity
Number (in thousands):
Total -------------------------------------Reportin on amount of assetsand on nonfarm %ome equity --------.-------------

Percentage distribution

of units by sex, marital status, and age, 1969

6,300
6,399

m-63

Total

58-59

60-61

4,115

1.506

1,356 1,266

3.137

1,163

1,061

956

Total percent- ___..~______________------- 100
poh&le.&_
_-:-.----------------------------.-.
_ _- __._____.___________------------l,OOO-1.999
----.------------------------------

6%
24:402

AUGUST

1973

229

1,054

625

203

203

1,537

520

025

219

100

100

1
:

z

1:

Quartile values for all reporting u&a:
First quartile ------.-.-----------.--------3188
Median ____________________--.---.--------- 2,693
Third quartile --.-------------------------15,132
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Total

100

53-59

100

loo

--

60-61

62-63

623

-- 613
_- 100

37
;;

I

t

%E
34:295

-

62-63

729
--

Nonmarrled women

53-59

i

$1,276
6,360
22,079

ficial for the nonowners. Instead of having other
assets to offset their lack of homeownership, those
without owned homes possess les@than the homeowners in the way of financial assets. In fact, for
every type of unit that reports the amount of
financial assets, nonhomeowners are two to three
times as likely as owners to report zero financial
assets. And among units with some financial
assets, the median amounts are always much
higher for homeowners than for those without an
owned home. Thus, homeownership appears to be
an indication of financial status. It is likely that
those who own homes have higher incomes that
allow increased savings and other assets, in addition to the owned home.
I The amount of equity in a home can be a
family’s most substantial asset. The importance
of home equity may be illustrated by comparing
the distributions of total assets 0; net worth, as
already described, with the distributions of these
variables when the value of nonfarm home equity
is excluded (tables 14 and 15). Nonmarried men
and women have very little in the way of assets
or net worth other than equity in a home. The
proportion of married men with zero assets, or
zero or negative net worth, is doubled when this
equity is excluded. For every type of unit, the
median asset or net worth of all those reporting
drops roughly two-thirds when the value of
home equity is excluded. Thus, many people, par-

Total
--

--

g

lO,OOO-14,999
--------------------------------15,600-19,%9
--------------------------------m,ooo-24,999_____.___________________________
25,OOOormore
________________________________
13
Quartile values for units with sssetsand nonfarm home equity:
First quartile ---------------.-------------Median -----------------------------------Third quartile ----.------------------.-----

T

Nonmarried men

Married men
Total

:

i

i
12

:
14

33,22i

$8;

12,403

373’:
7,417

391:
7,175

-

titularly those without spouses, are approaching
retirement with little in the way of assets except
their homes.
The income-asset relationship is one that has
been explored often. Income has been demonstrated to have a positive correlation to assets,21a
relationship further documented by the RHS
d&ta. The accompanying chart shows the median
21Janet Murray, op. cit., table 14, pages 20-21, and
Dorothy S. Projector and Gertrude 5. Weiss, op. cit.,
page 6.
M&an asset amount, by income category and by marital
status and sex, 1969 *
MEDIAN
AMOUNT
(IN THOUSANDS)
$66
55
50
45
40
35
30

0

MARRIED

q
n

NONMARRIED

MEN
MEN

NONMARRIED

WOMEN

25
20
15
10
5
0
Sl2,999

$3,0004,999

85,ooo-

6.999

INCOME

1 Based on total

88 reported ror

9,999

$10,000
OR MORE

CATEGORY

income of respondent

1968.

$7WO-

(and spouse, lf any),

13

TABLE 15.-Amount

of net worth leasnonfarm home equity: Percentagedistribution of units, by se.x,marital status, and age,1969

Amount of net worth less
nonfarm home equity

Married men

I

Nonmarrled men

-i

Total
Tota

Number (in thousands):
Total ______________________________________
6,600 4.117
Reporting on amount of net worth and
on nonfarm home equity _______________
5,263 3,118
Total percent ____________________________
100
100

68-59

60-61

1,506 I,=6
1,138

1,oiO

100

100

go-81
1,256
940

Nonmarried women
Total

02-63

58-59

60-61

62-63

246

254

228

626

628

701

19J3

215

19Q

509

4Q6

646

100

100

100

lv~~elve- _--_ _-_--_ _-- --- --_ --- --_ -- - -- - -___
_______________________________________
:i
$1-909____________________-.-----------------1;
1,~1,8g8..--...-.----------------------.--2@0-2,999______--____-_--__----------------3,ooM,QBB-----.--...--------------------.---

Ii

6,ooo-Q$99~__---~~~--~~~~-~~~~~-~----~~~-.~-~
10
10,06&14,999
__~-~~~_~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~
15,~19,999 _________________________________
:
2c,ooo-24,699
__--_-__------_-_---------------%,CQOor more________________________________
1:
Quartile values for units with net worth less
nonfarm home equity:
First quartile ______________________________
$1,661
Median ____________________---------------- 6,063
Third quartile _____________________________
24,766
Quartile values for all reporting:
First quartile. _____________________________
Median ____________________________________
82,38:
Third quartile _____________________________
14,857

82,464
9,580
34,682

y;g

$2,681
10,886
35,320

23:438

s4,5s6"
21,071

7%:

sQ73

0

$1,125
4,233
13,890

I:::::
0

tB27
4,270
15,197

0
sT75"
7,266

7%:

--

asset amount for each income class L?2among the
three types of units. Practically, all uni& with
income above $10,000 report some assets, but from
one-fourth to more than’ one-half of the units
with income less than $3,000 report no assets. Median assets rise with each higher income category.
The unfavorable asset situation of many of the
preretirees considered here may thus to a large
extent reflect their low lifetime income.

SUMMARY AND LOOK AHEAD

Because retirement is often associated with a
decline in income, one concern in a study of retirement is what the available alternatives are.
Resources in the form of property and financial
assets have been the focus of this article. Of
what type and what value are the assets of a cohort of older Americans on the threshold of retirement? The answer differs for different people,
depending on several chtiracteristics. Not only are
married men more likely than nonmarried persons to own assets, but, among the asset owners,
the value of the assets is typically higher for
married men than for the others. :
Homeownership is an especially importdnt
22Income classes are based on reported total income
in 1968. For the married men, this amount includes the
spouse’s income.
14

form of :investment,

with those who own nonfarm

homes better off (in terms of also having other
assets) than those who are not homeowners. Income may *be the single most important factor in
determining how substantial one’s assets are, because of the strong, positive correlation between
these two items. A married man who owns liis
own home and has a comfortable incomb is likely
to have built up some amount of financial security in assets. At the other extreme, a nonmarried person, particularly a man whose income ‘is
below average, will probably xiot own a ho&e and
have little in the way of financial resources on
which to draw.
Half of all the reporting nonmarried units
aged 58-63 had a total net worth in 1969 of less
than $4,500. When the value of home equity is
excluded, this amount drops below $900. It seems
unlikely that these men and women .will be able
to rely either on income from assets or on the
assets themselves to sustain them after they’retire.
In general, married men are in an advantaged
position financially,
with half the units reporting
more than $16,000 in net worth and more than
$4,600 in net worth other than home equity.
There are few age-associated differences within
each type-of unit. Age is expected to be of importance during the succeeding years of the survey, as the cohort’will be passing through some
critical years of the life cycle-the retirement
SOCIAL
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years. Subsequent reports will examine what happens to accumulated assets during those years
and what happens to those with little or no
assets.
The fascinating aspect of a longitudinal study
is the opportunity it provides to study individual change. Successive cross-sectional studies tend
to mask such change. It has been noted that, overall, older people are not very well-off financially.
Yet some among them are. There are subgroups
within the age-gate at each level of the economic
continuum. There are, as well, factors other than
the economic ones that contribute to the various life styles and attitudes of the RHS cohort.
The task of the RHS is to identify these subgroups and to study the retirement process
through analysis of the changes that occur within
these groups’ over the next several years.

for RHS of approximately 13,000 persons, 19 of
these “discontinued” groups were used.
Information was gathered from sample members by interviewers of the Bureau of the Census.
The interview schedule contained six sections:
(1) labor-force history, (2) retirement and retirement plans, (3) health, (4) household, family,
and social activities, (5) income, assets, and debts,
and (6) spouse’s labor-force history.

Noninterviews

A total of 12,549 persons from the CPS sampling frame met the RHS criteria of age,.sex,
and marital status. Of these, 11,153 furnished
complete schedules, giving a response ,rate of
89 percent. The reasons for noninterviews are
given in table I.
TABLE I.-Number

Technical Note*
This report is based on first-year data, collected
in 1969 as the baseline for a IO-year longitudinal
study conducted by the Social Security Administration to study the retirement attitudes, plans,
resources, and activities of older Americans. The
study, composed of individuals in three initial
age cohorts, those aged 58-59, 60-61, and 62-63,
focuses on three groups for whom retirement is
meaningful : (1) married men, wife present, (2)
nonmarried men, and (3) nonmarried women.
Persons in institutions were excluded.
The sampling frame selected for the Retirement History Study (RHS) was that used by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census for the Current Population Survey (CPS) .l Sample members were
persons meeting the age-sex-marital status requirements described above and living in households that had last participated in CPS before
February 1969. In any month the CPS panel consists of eight groups of households selected up to
18 months previously. The “oldest” of these rotation groups is dropped and replaced by a new
one each month. In order to get a sample size
*Prepared by Bennie A. Clemmer, Division of Retire/
ment and Survivor Studies.
1 Bureau of the Census, The Current Population Survey-A
Report on Illrthodologg, Technical
Paper No. 7,
1963. ’
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of noninterviews, by reason
Reason

I Number

Total __________________._____________________--------------1,396
Zef;aZimi-- _---- _-__-- ---_-_ ____-- -- - - -__- ___- - - _-_- _- - --- -- -_- - ____________________-----------------------------------Unable to contsct-.---.-...-..---------------------------------Temporarily absent-...----------------------------------------~n$~$~ionallzed- _. ______________________
________________
_______
.--__-_______-----__-------------------------------------Lost In mail ________________________________________------------.
Partialintervlews’---.-..-...--.-------------------------------Duplicate cases.-- _*__-_-______-__--__------------------..-----1Includes those who were mentally unable to answer the queatlons, those
out of the country for a long visit, etc.
z Lees thau twMhlrds of the interview schedule completed.

Estimation

I).

Estimates of population numbers were made by
weighting .the individual
sample members by
appropriate weights outlined by the Bureau of
the Census for the CPS. Since the weighting
procedures used for the estimation assume a response rate of 100 percent, an adjustment to the
weights was necessary to account for noninterviews. The sample members were divided into
categories of race, sex-marital status, age cohort,
and region of the country. Then by the application of a category-specific adjustment, the respondents were weighted to represent not only
themselves but also the nonrespondents in their
category.
After all weighting and adjustment the average weight for a sample member was 612.7; Thus
11,153 respondents represent 6,834,OOOpersons
15

in the population who in the spring of 1969 had
the age and sex-marital status characteristics outlined for RHS.2

TABLE II.-Approximations

totals

of standard errors of

eatimeted

[In thousands1

I

Standard

Level of estimate

MIOf

Sampling Variability

Since the population estimates given in this
report are based on the response of individuals
in a sample, they will differ from the values that
would have been obtained in a complete census.
A measure of this sampling variability of an estimate is given by the standard error of the estimate. Generally speaking, the chances are about
68 out of 100 that an estimate will differ from
the value given by a complete census by less than
one standard error. The chances are about 95
out of 100 that the difference will be less than
twice the standard error.
Table II gives approximate standard errors
for the total number of individuals estimated
from the sample to have certain characteristics.
Table III gives approximate standard errors for
estimated percentages. Linear interpolation may
be used to obtain values not specifically given.
In order to derive standard errors that are applicable to a wide variety of items, a number of
assumptions and approximations were required.
As a result the tables of standard errors provide
an indication of the order of magnitude rather
than the precise standard error for any specific
item.
Suppose, for example, it is estimated that 52
percent of 400,000 men have a certain characteristic. Interpolation in table III gives an estimate
of the st.andard error to be 2.2 percent. Thus with
95 percent confidence the percentage of men in
the population with this characteristic lies between 47.6 and 56.4.
In order to make a rough determination of the
statistical significance of the difference between
two independent percentages, the following procedure may be used. Find estimates of the standard errors of the percents in question, using
table III. Square these standard errors to get
variances and add t.he variances. Take the square

root of this sum to get the standard error of the
difference. If the absolute difference between the
two percentages in question is greater than twice
the standard error of the difference, they are said
to be significantly different from one another at
the 5-percent level.
Cwnfidence
internah
for estimated
percentiles.-The percentiles of a distribution are values
of the variable under discussion below which a
stated percentage of units of the population lies.
In particular, the 50th percentile is known as the
median, and the 25th, 5Oth, and ‘75th percentiles
are known as quartiles of the distribution. Estimates of these population values are subject to
sampling variability
that may be estimated in
the following way and used to calculate confidence intervals for the percentiles in question:

* Forty-eight women who were not married at the time
of their selection into the sample were married at the
time of their first interview. Their interviews were excluded from the 1969 tabulations, but their retention as
s:mple members brings the total to 11,153.

If the cumulative distribution of all units (including those with zero or negative amounts of
the variable in question) is given, and percentiles
and confidence limits of the distribution of units
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(1) Using the appropriate base determine from table
III the standard error of the percent in questionfor example, the standard error of a Wpercent characteristic.
(2) ‘For 95 percent confidence limits, add to and subtract from the desired percent twice the standard
error found in step 1.
(3) On the cumulated distribution
of the variable
in question, find by linear interpolation
the values
that correspond to the limits in step 2. These values
are the Q&percent confidence limits for the percentile
under discussion.
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with nonzero amounts are desired, the zero and
negative units must be excluded and the percentage distribution recalculated to include only
those with “some” of the characteristic involved.
For this study, sample estimates of percentiles
TABLE III.-Approximations
Base of percentages
(in thousands)

are calculated from grouped data and therefore
are not unique. The estimates obtained depend
on the size of interval used and on whether the
frequency or the percentage distribution
was
used.
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